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Savage News
By Jessica Yellin

Savage News Report
Be noisy. Natalie Savage grew up hearing these words from her beloved father, who admired Walter
Cronkite so much he named the family dog after him. Natalie--who spent her twenties missing out on
life's benchmarks--finally sees her efforts pay off when she's assigned to cover the White House for her
network, ATN. The problem? The position is only temporary, a test to see if she has what it takes. She
has always relied on her grit, her principles and her news sense to gain success. But now her
competition is a twenty-six-year-old spoiled frat boy who got his big television break by eating raw
animal parts on a reality show.Of course, he's winning.Natalie, along with her scrappy production team,
has to navigate ratings wars, workplace sexual harassment and an international political crisis in order
to prove herself. But the closer she gets to achieving her dream job, the more she wonders if it is worth
all the compromise.Timely, funny and smart, this juicy debut is the perfect tonic for readers contending
with today's politics and the #MeToo movement. Natalie Savage will be sure to join the ranks of our
favorite fictional heroines as she figures out that having it all doesn't mean giving up everything she
stands for.
Savage News by Jessica Yellin was a book that I just wanted to keep reading. I read it in less than 24
hours, spending a lazy Sunday afternoon immersed in the behind the scenes at ATN. Natalie Savage is a
strong and determined woman who knows what she wants. She has put her life pretty much on get it.
This book made me laugh, it made me angry and I loved it.
Natalie Savage grew up knowing that she wanted to report the news. Finally after working hard she is
given the chance to work at the White H
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keep reading. I read it in less than 24 hours, spending a lazy Sunday afternoon immersed in the behind
the scenes at ATN. Natalie Savage is a strong and determined woman who knows what she wants. She
has put her life pretty much on get it. This book made me laugh, it made me angry and I loved it.
Natalie Savage grew up knowing that she wanted to report the news. Finally after working hard she is
given the chance to work at the White House for ATN news. Only it is only temporary so she needs to
prove herself. Her competition is a 26 year old frat boy who has the big guys at the network on side.
Natalie and her production team are determined to make her the White House correspondent
permanently but they need to compete with sexual discrimination, a ratings war and appearances just
to name a few. The harder she works the more she wonders if it is all worth it.. are her family and
relationships missin out for her career. A fantastic ending and an intriguing read.
Thanks to Harlequin MIRA US and Canada and NetGalley for an advanced copy of this book to read. All
opinions are my own and are in no way biased
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Savage News Review
First, thank you to Harlequin Books for this ARC of Savage News by Jessica Yellin. The review and
opinions expressed are my own and left voluntarily.
"Be Noisy", this is the advice Natalie Savage grows up with. An aspiring political correspondent, Natalie
is trying to move up the ladder and land a gig covering the White House for her network, ATN. Along the
way she will face many challenges most women face and can relate to; especially in these days of the
#metoo movement. Will Natalie throw away

First, thank you to Harlequin Books for this ARC of Savage

News by Jessica Yellin. The review and opinions expressed are my own and left voluntarily.
"Be Noisy", this is the advice Natalie Savage grows up with. An aspiring political correspondent, Natalie
is trying to move up the ladder and land a gig covering the White House for her network, ATN. Along the
way she will face many challenges most women face and can relate to; especially in these days of the
#metoo movement. Will Natalie throw away all of her morals and everything she has worked so hard
for to move up the ladder or realize what is most important to her and the future of her career.
A really fun, sassy wild ride!

...more

Journalist Natalie Savage has dedicated her career to sharing relevant news and information. When she
is coerced to enter a workplace competition for a top slot on air, Natalie must decide if she is willing to
compromise her journalist integrity for a pay off down the road.
Witty and timely, Yellin's debut novel gives readers an all access pass to the world of news coverage,
where people decide what does and does not get covered on a daily basis.
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Savage News Anchor
3.5 Candidly, I was predisposed to like this book just because I love the reporting Jessica Yellin shares on
Insta. It was a fun, quick read. Smarter than average â€œchick lit.â€•
Actual rating 2.5. I received a free copy of this book through a Goodreads Giveaway.
I was excited about the premise, but I'm not sure how I feel about the execution.
I found this novel to be an entertaining, disturbing kind of satire; satire because, in theory, we're shown
something of an exaggerated caricature of the media industry, of society's engrained misogyny, and of
rape culture. Disturbing, because the suggestion is that reality isn't too far off. In that respect I enjoyed
the "scenery" o
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I was excited about the premise, but I'm not sure how I feel about the execution.
I found this novel to be an entertaining, disturbing kind of satire; satire because, in theory, we're shown
something of an exaggerated caricature of the media industry, of society's engrained misogyny, and of
rape culture. Disturbing, because the suggestion is that reality isn't too far off. In that respect I enjoyed
the "scenery" of this book: the little worlds we are introduced to, the peripheral characters, and the
not-so-tongue-in-cheek statements made about the society we live in and the various idols we worship.
There were many times I found myself laughing (at the humor) and cringing (at how realistic things
were) at the same time.
Plot- and writing- wise, I think the book could still use some work. I realize that this was an advanced
reader's copy, and there's a certain amount of typos/repeated words/partial edits to be expected with
that. But some of the plot gets a little jack-rabbity at times, zipping from one thing to the next, and the
writing could be smoothed and tightened up. I'm assuming these are things that will be polished up
before final publishing, though.
My biggest frustration was with Natalie, the protagonist. Natalie feels like a paper doll; she's more or
less carried along on the breeze of the story and the whims of the other characters around her.
Occasionally she'll pipe up with a thought, concern, or supposedly deep-seated belief....which she
promptly allows to be bulldozed at the slightest pressure from those around her. All in all, it felt like the
flattest element of the story was the protagonist, which unfortunately made all the other elements of
the story more shaky.
All in all, I enjoyed this for the satire and the commentary on society and the industry it shows. The main
components that make me really enjoy a story, though - the characters, the plot, etc. - just weren't as
fleshed out as I would have liked.
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Savage News Book Review
When you finally believe you've achieved your highest point in your career only to be offered a stint to
cover the White House party with your network.
What could be wrong?
Temp positions aren't always easy nor pay the bills.
So now she faces rating wars from people half her darn age.
Can she rest on her laurels or will she crack under pressure?
This is one interesting read to say the least.
Love the dialogue in this one.
Thank you to Jessica, the publisher, Goodreads giveaway for this ARC in exchange

When you finally

believe you've achieved your highest point in your career only to be offered a stint to cover the White
House party with your network.
What could be wrong?
Temp positions aren't always easy nor pay the bills.
So now she faces rating wars from people half her darn age.
Can she rest on her laurels or will she crack under pressure?
This is one interesting read to say the least.
Love the dialogue in this one.
Thank you to Jessica, the publisher, Goodreads giveaway for this ARC in exchange for this honest
review.
This book will be donated to the Hoyt Library in loving memory of my niece Cassie Ann Gatcha
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Savage News is a fun chick lit read. Natalie Savage wants to be a hard hitting big time reporter. The
story depicts her journey through the treachery and obstacles of the news in today's world. It's really
interesting to view the news from behind the scenes. The story is engaging, funny and intelligent. A
woman never has it easy in a man's world or in a profession controlled mostly by men. Natalie
navigates her way through a few good ole boys in her quest. She is a clever intuitive character, an
Savage News is a fun chick lit read. Natalie Savage wants to be a hard hitting big time reporter. The
story depicts her journey through the treachery and obstacles of the news in today's world. It's really
interesting to view the news from behind the scenes. The story is engaging, funny and intelligent. A
woman never has it easy in a man's world or in a profession controlled mostly by men. Natalie
navigates her way through a few good ole boys in her quest. She is a clever intuitive character, and she's
a strong female lead. Will Natalie succeed? This is a good light read that I enjoyed. Thanks to NetGalley
for an arc in exchange for an honest review.
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Savage News A Novel
We are the world best leading online newspaper portal. You all are the most welcome in our
newspaper.If you want to get regular newslatter from our newspaper, please go home page
entertainment news and click the below subscribe button.
Politics News :
Politics at FOX has news, opinion and analysis of American and global politics Find news and video
about elections, the White House, the U.N and much more. What You Need To Know About political
news from us.
Business News :
The latest FOX Business News
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most welcome in our newspaper.If you want to get regular newslatter from our newspaper, please go
home page entertainment news and click the below subscribe button.
Politics News :
Politics at FOX has news, opinion and analysis of American and global politics Find news and video
about elections, the White House, the U.N and much more. What You Need To Know About political
news from us.
Business News :
The latest FOX Business News: breaking personal finance, company, View the latest business news
headlines about the world's top companies, and explore articles on global.
Sports News :
Latest sports news articles from around the world with in-depth analysis, features, photos and videos
covering football, tennis, motorsport, golf, rugby, sailing, skiing, horse racing and equestrian.
Entertainment News :
View entertainment news fox and videos for the latest movie, music, TV and celebrity headlines on
worldfoxnews.com
Technology News :
Get the latest FOX technology news world : breaking news and analysis on computing, the web, blogs,
games, gadgets, social media, broadband and more.
Science News :
Get the latest FOX science news today and Environment News: breaking news, analysis and debate on
science and nature in the UK and around the world.
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Health News :
Get the latest FOX health news headlines: breaking health and medical news from the UK and around
the world, with in-depth features on well-being and lifestyle.
Daily Life :
What You Need To Know About The daily life yoga? Get the latest lifestyle news with articles and videos
on pets, parenting, fashion, beauty, food, travel, relationships and more on Fox news.
...more
I received a DIGITAL Advance Reader Copy of this book from #NetGalley in exchange for an honest
review.
From the publisher, as I do not regurgitate the contents or story of books in reviews, I let them do it.

Be noisy. Natalie Savage grew up hearing these words from her beloved father, who admired Walter
Cronkite so much he named the family dog after him. Natalieâ€”who spent her twenties missing out on
lifeâ€™s benchmarksâ€”finally sees her efforts pay off when sheâ€™s assigned to cover the White
House f
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Be noisy. Natalie Savage grew up hearing these words from her beloved father, who admired Walter
Cronkite so much he named the family dog after him. Natalieâ€”who spent her twenties missing out on
lifeâ€™s benchmarksâ€”finally sees her efforts pay off when sheâ€™s assigned to cover the White
House for her network, ATN. The problem? The position is only temporary, a test to see if she has what
it takes. She has always relied on her grit, her principles and her news sense to gain success. But now
her competition is a twenty-six-year-old spoiled frat boy who got his big television break by eating raw
animal parts on a reality show.
Of course, heâ€™s winning.
Natalie, along with her scrappy production team, has to navigate the ratings wars, workplace sexual
harassment and an international political crisis in order to prove herself. But the closer she gets to
achieving her dream job, the more she wonders if it is worth all the compromise.
Timely, funny and smart, this juicy debut is the perfect tonic for readers contending with todayâ€™s
politics and the #MeToo movement. Natalie Savage will be sure to join the ranks of our favourite
fictional heroines as she figures out that having it all doesnâ€™t mean giving up everything she stands
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I often wonder how and why more news reporters don't "lose it" and say what they really think - reading
this book, Natalie, I am amazed that you could keep it together. (I could NOT keep my mouth shut about
current political events and ... ummmm ... leaders, that is for sure!) I am not sure how representative it
is about the news game, but it was certainly an entertaining read. It was well thought out and written
and it was an enjoyable way to ignore a raging blizzard that left me housebound.
As always, I try to find a reason to not rate with stars as I love emojis (outside of their incessant use on
Instagram and Twitter) so let's give it some newsreels: ðŸŽžï¸•ðŸ“½ï¸•ðŸŽžï¸•ðŸ“½ï¸•
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Savage Newsletter
***MINOR SPOILERS AHEAD***
I really hate to say anything rude about a writer's work, but in exchange for this giveaway, I was asked to
write a review- and a review is an honest opinion. So, if I'm being honest, I could not wait for this book
to be over. I am not a fan of leaving books unfinished once they're started so even if it's like pulling
teeth, I force myself to finish.
I understand this book was written by Jessica Yellin, former Chief White House Correspondent for CNN,
and that she knows
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I really hate to say anything rude about a writer's work, but in exchange for this giveaway, I was asked to
write a review- and a review is an honest opinion. So, if I'm being honest, I could not wait for this book
to be over. I am not a fan of leaving books unfinished once they're started so even if it's like pulling
teeth, I force myself to finish.
I understand this book was written by Jessica Yellin, former Chief White House Correspondent for CNN,
and that she knows the ins and outs of DC reporting like the back of her hand. However, what I didn't
like most was the main character, Natalie. Natalie had absolutely NO backbone, gumption, or
redeeming qualities, and to watch her cater to what everybody else wanted left me feeling just a bit
slimy.
Toward the end of the story, Natalie did manage to pull her wits about her and come out a stronger
woman and stronger reporter with an actual idea of what her moral compass was made of, but there
were a few things that just left me unhinged. For example, did Natalie EVER feel any sort of remorse for
being the reason why an innocent man's hand was shot just for the sake of a juicy story that didn't even
turn out to be a real lead? It didn't even seem to phase her. She just continued to wail in misery about
her own misfortunes and rue the people who mislead her. Nevermind some innocent man was
recuperating in the hospital from a gunshot wound to the hand. I mean, even when she began to
redeem herself at the end, that never came back into question. The only person who apologized for that
debacle was the First Lady, Anita Crusoe- and she wasn't even the one pushing for the camera shot.
I know I shouldn't be hung up on one thing (namely, the main character's personality) and have that be
my determinant for this book's rating, but it really broke the book for me. When the main character is
that spineless and vanilla, it really does not make the rest enjoyable to read, especially when the intent
is to root for her, as the underdog, in the end.
...more
Savage News is a debut, and it shows based on the manic writing and the need for some tightening
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from an editor, but all in all, Savage News in an enjoyable read. It has this chick lit type Bridget Jones feel
to it as we see Jessica try and navigate through the sometimes sketchy world of cable news. Jessica
wants to be a hard hitting reporter, and thinks she can become that by being a White House
correspondence. But the cable news networks she works for is all about ratings, and she has to compe
Savage News is a debut, and it shows based on the manic writing and the need for some tightening
from an editor, but all in all, Savage News in an enjoyable read. It has this chick lit type Bridget Jones feel
to it as we see Jessica try and navigate through the sometimes sketchy world of cable news. Jessica
wants to be a hard hitting reporter, and thinks she can become that by being a White House
correspondence. But the cable news networks she works for is all about ratings, and she has to
compete against a shock jock type of reporter who will do anything to succeed. Plus the big guy who
runs the station is too touchy feely where Jessica is concerned, and she is afraid she'll have to take the
casting couch route with him in order to get ahead.
Jessica's tale is zany, at time hilarious and intriguing, especially the sub-plot with the First Lady who may
or may not be having an affair, plastic surgery or working against her husband, the President of the US.
Jessica has a group of co-workers who become her friends and want her to succeed. She also has a shot
at romance with a dishy guy who's godfather is Colin Powell, who has also named his dog the same.
He's a too good to be true Prince Charming for Jessica, who I didn't mind because he takes away the
stress Jessica has to deal with on a daily basis with her job.
Jessica Yellin has a background in politics and the news since she was a WH correspondence. Even
though Savage News is rough around the edges at time, it was a real hoot to read. I look forward to
more books by her to see how she grows as an author.
...more
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Savage News Jessica Yellin Review
Won an advanced copy through Goodreads giveaway
Honestly I was not a big fan of this book. But a lot of it rang true with how the world is currently
working.
Women have to give up everything and everyone to get the same opportunities that their male
counterparts get.
Politics are all about who has the most money.
And everyone trips over themselves to backstab and shame everyone else. Especially if it furthers
themselves.
Natalie, while trying to become someone of note, basically screws everyone el
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through Goodreads giveaway
Honestly I was not a big fan of this book. But a lot of it rang true with how the world is currently
working.
Women have to give up everything and everyone to get the same opportunities that their male
counterparts get.
Politics are all about who has the most money.
And everyone trips over themselves to backstab and shame everyone else. Especially if it furthers
themselves.
Natalie, while trying to become someone of note, basically screws everyone else in her life over. Her
obligations to her family. Dating. Friends. All secondary to her job. And her job isnt exactly worth it and
she gets the crap end of the stick but still holds the illusion she might get somewhere if she works
harder, longer and more underhanded. She starts off with integrity and then quickly loses it in pursuit
of her dream. But at what cost.
And since shes the main character she does get her redemption by getting the story of the decade after
about 300 pages of her being sleazy. She knows its wrong but does it anyway. Because her career. But
she keeps saying she wants to be serious and then does the opposite.
Not my cup of tea but not a terrible book. Very interesting and sadly very true to the current world.
...more
Savage News by Jessica Yellin is a fun read. It is timely, satirical, smart, and funny. Since Jessica
Yellin was a former CNN White House correspondent she gives the reader a lot of insider information
on behind the scenes of political television news.
Natalie Savage is sent from New York to Washington DC where she is a temporary White House
correspondent for ATN. She quickly learns that her success will depend more on her ratings appeal
than the substance of her journalism. She also learns that
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It is timely, satirical, smart, and funny. Since Jessica
Yellin was a former CNN White House correspondent she gives the reader a lot of insider information
on behind the scenes of political television news.
Natalie Savage is sent from New York to Washington DC where she is a temporary White House
correspondent for ATN. She quickly learns that her success will depend more on her ratings appeal
than the substance of her journalism. She also learns that she is in competition for the permanent
spot with a former reality star who is six years younger. What follows is an interesting take on politics
today, the media circus, and sexism in the work place. Natalie Savage is a character to root for and the
conclusion is a satisfactory one.
I received an ARC of this book from Harlequin publishers.
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Savage News Barnes And Noble
I LOVED this book. The characters were interesting, complex, and compelling. While some were very
likeable; there were also a few that you just had to love to hate. It certainly made me think more about
news as entertainment and ratings rather than just the facts ma'am. It was a quick and fun read that
made me so happy that I'm past the paying dues phase of my career (I think).
The primary story itself follows a young news reporter hoping for a White House spot with her station.
She of course ha

I LOVED this book. The characters were interesting, complex, and compelling. While

some were very likeable; there were also a few that you just had to love to hate. It certainly made me
think more about news as entertainment and ratings rather than just the facts ma'am. It was a quick
and fun read that made me so happy that I'm past the paying dues phase of my career (I think).
The primary story itself follows a young news reporter hoping for a White House spot with her station.
She of course has to face sexism in the work place and compete for the job with a younger man with
arguably less talent. But the book also features the "story" they are covering which follows the First
Lady, corporate greed, corruption, and an international incident. For the most part I thought it was
realistic.
If you're looking for an enjoyable read, try this one.
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2.5, rounded up because I decided not to finish this book, and I'm going to give it the benefit of the
doubt, that it gets better. The journalistic element intrigued me, but politics aren't a main interest of
mine, so I think that coupled with my not taking to the character of Natalie resulted in my being
disinclined to finish this book. It's not that the book is written poorly, but I think it falls short of its goal.
Both the 'news' stories and the situation-- Natalie's being given a temporary

2.5, rounded up because I

decided not to finish this book, and I'm going to give it the benefit of the doubt, that it gets better. The
journalistic element intrigued me, but politics aren't a main interest of mine, so I think that coupled with
my not taking to the character of Natalie resulted in my being disinclined to finish this book. It's not that
the book is written poorly, but I think it falls short of its goal. Both the 'news' stories and the situation-Natalie's being given a temporary position and pitted against another reporter-- felt contrived to me.
The best part, in my opinion, was the storyline about the president's wife. Now that story, I would've
read. I kept hanging on, hoping it would open up and focus on her, and maybe it would've, had I not put
it down half way.
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Savage Newspaper
I have followed Jessica Yellin and News not Noise for about a year now and love her insight into what is
happening in politics on a daily basis. That said, I was super excited to read her first novel!
I really enjoyed this novel. I loved that it was very topical but with a fictional storyline. I found myself
rooting for Natalie but also getting furious for the insane amount of sexism and nonsense she had to
deal with. Overall it felt very in line with current day and what is happening in governm

I have followed

Jessica Yellin and News not Noise for about a year now and love her insight into what is happening in
politics on a daily basis. That said, I was super excited to read her first novel!
I really enjoyed this novel. I loved that it was very topical but with a fictional storyline. I found myself
rooting for Natalie but also getting furious for the insane amount of sexism and nonsense she had to
deal with. Overall it felt very in line with current day and what is happening in government, but with
fictional characters and storylines it made it much more enjoyable than watching and reading the news.
I highly recommend this book!
I received an advanced copy in exchange of an honest review.
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I work in news and there were a lot of instances, particularly the newsroom meeting presided over by
the new head of the news division, that really struck a chord and got it right. In particular the
cluelessness of managers over how stories make it to air. Wanting to go on air with a story that hasn't
been fact checked is a big no-no. I was amazed that some were still employed at the end. I am grateful
that never in my career have I ever been subject to anything more than an off color comment he
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work in news and there were a lot of instances, particularly the newsroom meeting presided over by the
new head of the news division, that really struck a chord and got it right. In particular the cluelessness
of managers over how stories make it to air. Wanting to go on air with a story that hasn't been fact
checked is a big no-no. I was amazed that some were still employed at the end. I am grateful that never
in my career have I ever been subject to anything more than an off color comment here or there - which
I usually called BS on right away.
Yellen has an easy writing style that made reading the book enjoyable. This book can be enjoyed by
both those in the industry and those who aren't. I look forward to reading her next book.
...more
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